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Abstract
Several studies in rats support the idea of
multiple neural systems competing to select the
best action for reaching a goal or food location.
Locale navigation strategies, necessary for
reaching invisible goals, seem to be mediated
by the hippocampus and the ventral and dor-
somedial striatum whereas taxon strategies,
applied for approaching goals in the visual field,
are believed to involve the dorsolateral stria-
tum. Acomputational model of action selection
is presented, in which different experts, imple-
menting locale and taxon strategies, compete
in order to select the appropriate behavior for
the current task. The model was tested in a
simulated robot using an experimental para-
digm that dissociates the use of cue and spatial
information.
Index Entries: Action selection; biomimetic
agents; navigation strategies; reinforcement
learning.
(Neuroinformatics DOI: 10.1385/NI:3:3:223)
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Parallel Navigation Systems
Animals can adopt different navigation
strategies depending on the environment and
the task they have to solve (Redish, 1999). In
some cases, the target is visible and can be
reached by applying simple landmark guid-
ance behavior. This kind of strategy is classi-
fied as taxon navigation .  In other tasks,
classified as locale navigation, the target cannot
be identified by any single cue (or sequence of
cues), requiring the use of a spatial represen-
tation. For rodents such a representation, whose
anatomical locus seems to be the hippocampus
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978), is the basis of the
cognitive map theory (Tolman, 1948). A third
type of strategy, called praxic navigation,
involves the execution of a constant motor pro-
gram. Both praxic and taxon strategies can be
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understood as a stimulus–response-based
navigation (Redish, 1999).1
Several studies have been designed to assess
the use of spatial information as opposed to
simple cue response in solving a navigational
task, that is, the dissociation of a locale vs a
taxon strategy (Packard et al., 1989; Packard
and McGaugh, 1996; Pearce et al., 1998; Devan
and White, 1999; Chang and Gold, 2003; Da
Cunha et al., 2003). They have shown that hip-
pocampal lesions impair the learning of spa-
tial tasks, but have little or no effect in
navigating toward visible goals. In contrast,
lesions in the dorsal striatum impair the learn-
ing of a stimulus–response association (such
as swimming toward a visible platform). 
For example, Devan and White (1999) use a
combined cue-place learning task to compare
the effect of lesions in different areas impli-
cated in navigation. They use the water maze
task, which consists of a pool of colored water
in which the rats are trained to swim to reach
an escape platform which can be either below
the surface (hidden version) or protruding
above the water (visible version). During the
first 2 d, the rats are placed in the visible ver-
sion of the maze, which corresponds to a stim-
ulus–response task. On the third training day,
the visible platform is replaced by a submerged
platform at the same location, requiring the use
of spatial information to solve the task. The
sequence is repeated two more times, for a total
of six training days in the visible maze (days
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8), and 3 d in the hidden maze
(days 3, 6, and 9). 
In order to dissociate the responses to the
two types of information (visual cue vs spatial
information), a competition trial is performed
at day 10, where the platform is visible but at a
different location. Animals were either intact
(control group) or they had lesion in one of the
following three areas implicated in navigation:
(i) the hippocampus, (ii) the dorsolateral stria-
tum, and (iii) the dorsomedial striatum.2
During the competition trial animals with
either hippocampal or dorsomedial lesions
swam directly toward the visible platform (cue
response), applying a taxon strategy to solve the
task. In contrast, dorsolateral lesions produce
a preference to the use of a locale strategy, hav-
ing them swimming first toward the location
where the platform was during the training
phase (place response). All intact animals were
able to solve the task, but 60% of them swam
first to the former platform location before turn-
ing to the visible platform (i.e., exhibiting a
place response and then switching to a taxon
strategy). Figure 1 shows representative swim-
ming paths of cue and place responders in the
competition trial. 
These results suggest that there exist at least
two navigation systems in the rat brain work-
ing in parallel and mediating different forms
of learning. One, including the dorsolateral
striatum, mediates a form of learning in which
a cue is associated with reward and triggers a
guidance behavior (taxon strategy). The other
system participates in the association between
place and reward (locale strategy). The hip-
pocampus seems to be one of the components
of this system.3 These systems work in paral-
lel in a competitive way according to the situ-
ation in which learning occurs (White and
McDonald, 2002). 
This paper presents a model for animal nav-
igation able to select between taxon and locale
strategies to solve navigational tasks. Based on
the hypothesis that multiple parallel systems
1In the present article the term taxon is often used
to refer to stimulus–response behavior in the gen-
eral sense.
2The striatum corresponds to one of the input struc-
tures of the basal ganglia. In rodents, the dorsal
striatum is also referred to as caudato putamen.
3The nucleus accumbens in the ventral basal gan-
glia and, to some extent, the dorsomedial striatum
(Devan and White, 1999) seem to be also involved
in this navigation system.
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control these strategies, we implement each
strategy as a separate, independent module.
The module implementing the locale strategy
learns associations between the location of the
agent and the actions required to reach the goal.
A representation of space, encoded in a popu-
lation of simulated place-sensitive cells, is used
to achieve self-localization. A second module,
implementing the taxon strategy, is based on
the association of sensory input (e.g., signal-
ing a cue) to a specific response. Action control
is performed by selecting among the directions
of movement provided by these two modules.
The question we ask in this paper is whether
it is possible to design a competition mecha-
nism between the two modules that is flexible,
learnable, and would automatically select
locale or taxon strategies depending on the task
it is required to solve. As we will see, the same
competition mechanism will also change from
one strategy to another, when the strategy that
was chosen first fails to solve the task, in a sim-
ilar way as place responder rats do in the exper-
iment described above.
It is hypothesized that such a competition
mechanism exists, but we do not want to
speculate about its biological implementation,
be it a local or distributed system. Even though
the modeling of the competition mechanism is
not biologically detailed, it serves to illustrate
some key points of the interaction among the
systems involved in rodent navigation, as well
as provide some insight into the nature of the
computation underlying the selection of nav-
igation strategies in rodents.
Description of the Model
According to the hypothesis of multiple par-
allel systems, a full model for spatial naviga-
tion should contain two separate modules, one
for the locale and the other for the taxon strate-
gies, and provide a mechanism to select the one
that is the most appropriate in the current con-
text. In this section we first describe the mod-
ules for locale (in the subsection “Locale
Navigation Strategy”) and taxon (in the sub-
section “Taxon Navigation Strategy”) strate-
gies, and then we present in detail the selection
(in the subsection “Strategy Selection”) and
learning mechanism (in the subsections
“Updating the Modules” and “Updating the
Gating Network”). 
Locale Navigation Strategy
The locale navigation strategy requires a rep-
resentation of space, which has been suggested
to reside in the hippocampus (O’Keefe and
Nadel, 1978). Our model of locale navigation
is similar to the model proposed by Arleo and
Gerstner (2000), except that we use a simpli-
fied representation of visual input as explained
below. Both the models of Arleo and Gerstner
(2000) and the current one build an incremental
population of place-sensitive cells by combin-
ing external sensory input with internal (idio-
thetic) information. The population of place
cells can then be used to learn about an asso-
ciation between states (places) and actions
(directions of movement) allowing the model
to perform navigation toward hidden goals.
Fig.1.Representative swimming paths of cue and place
responders in the competition trial.The dashed cir-
cle shows the location of the platform during train-
ing.The filled circle shows the location of the visible
platform in the competition trial.(A)Animals exhibit-
ing cue response (taxon strategy) swim directly to
the visible platform. (B) Some animals swim first to
the location of the platform (place response), before
going toward the visible cue. (Redrawn after Devan
and White, 1999.)
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See Arleo and Gerstner (2000) for a detailed
description of the hippocampal model. 
Figure 2 presents a functional diagram of the
module for locale navigation. External stimuli
are encoded in a population of view cells (VCs),
which project to another population (referred
to as allothetic place cells [APCs]) in which a
representation of space based on external
input is built. The transformation from exter-
nal input to a first representation of space cor-
responds to the allothetic pathway leading to
the hippocampus. A second pathway is based
on idiothetic (i.e., proprioceptive) informa-
tion. We refer to the ability of rodents to nav-
igate using self-motion information (i.e.,
odometry and vestibular inputs) as path inte-
gration (PI) (McNaughton et al., 1996; Etienne
et al., 1998; for a review see Etienne and Jeffery,
2004). It allows the rat to navigate in darkness
or in absence of visual cues. In our model, we
simply assume that such a representation
based on PI exists. Both allothetic (APC) and
idiothetic (PI) populations project onto the
hippocampal population of place cells (PCs).
The components of the locale system will be
described in more detail in the following para-
graphs. 
Idiothetic Input to the Hippocampus
In our model, the idiothetic representation
of space, encoded in the PI population, is imple-
mented by an uniformly distributed popula-
tion of cells with preconfigured metric
relations. If the agent is moving at speed ν(t),
we estimate its position by
integration starting from the previous estimate
pPI (t – 1),
(1)
Proprioceptive information provides the speed
(ν) of the agent, and we assume that vestibular
y t y t t t t
t
t
( ) ( ) ( )sin ( ) d= − + ′ ′ ′
−∫1 1ν [ ]θ
x t x t t t t
t
t
( ) ( ) ( )cos ( ) d= − + ′ ′ ′
−∫1 1ν [ ]θ
p t x t y tPI ( ) ( ) ( )= ,[ ]
Fig. 2. Functional diagram of the hippocampal model. Dashed lines denote algorithmic transformation of the
sensory information, solid lines denote projections between populations.The population of hippocampal PCs
yield a representation of space used by the locale strategy. PI denotes a representation of space based on PI
using proprioceptive odometry signals.APC denotes a spatial representation by allothetic PCs, driven by VCs
encoding the local view.
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information can be used to obtain the angle θ4.
After a movement, the activity of each cell j
in the PI module is updated according to the
following: 
(2)
where is the center of the field of the cell j,
σPI its width, and is the updated
estimate based on path intersection (Eq. 1). 
p x t y tPI = ,[ ]( ) ( )
pj
PI
r
p p
j
jPI
PI PI
PI
exp= −
−( )⎡
⎣
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22σ
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Allothetic Input to the Hippocampus
Behavioral and physiological experiments
suggest that the hippocampal spatial repre-
sentation is sensitive to visual cues (Muller and
Kubie, 1987). The geometric properties of the
environment, extracted by visual information,
play an important role in the establishment of
the spatial representation (O’Keefe and
Burgess, 1996). Similar to the model proposed
by Burgess et al. (2000), we encode the exter-
nal input to the hippocampal model in a pop-
ulation of VCs using the distances (dψ) to the
closest wall in Ndir = 21 different directions (ψ)
in the visual field. 
At each location the agent takes a view of
its environment and stores it in a newly
recruited VC. The features of the local view
as perceived by the agent in a simulated envi-
ronment are presented in Fig. 3. Encoded local
4A set of neurons in the hippocampal formation,
termed head direction cells, codes for directional
information and can be seen as an allocentric com-
pass of the animal (Taube et al., 1990; Blair and
Sharp, 1995; Sharp et al., 1995). A neural model for
the head-direction system has been implemented
previously by Arleo and Gerstner (2001).
Fig. 3. (A) Agent situated in a simulated environment with three obstacles (black boxes). The large arrow
marked “0” denotes the current direction of gaze. (B) Local view as perceived by the agent.The features (dψ)
stored by the VCs are the normalized distances to the walls in 21 different directions ψ in the visual field
(270°). (C) Activity of the hippocampal population. Each cell is represented by a dot located at the center of
its place field. Highly activated cells are represented by dark dots.The cross marks the position of the robot.
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views are aligned according to an allocentric
frame of reference (which can be provided by
the head direction system [Arleo and
Gerstner, 2001]). The response of a VC cell m
depends on the comparison between the fea-
tures of the current local view (d) after align-
ment, and the stored features (dm). As views
are taken in different directions, only the
NΩ ≤ Ndir features in the overlapping region
(Ω) of the view field are taken into account
for the comparison 
(3)
VCs project downstream onto the population
of APCs that code for the location using only
visual information. The firing rate of a postsy-
naptic APC i is computed as 
(4)
where g is a piecewise linear function g(x) = x for
0 < x < 1; g(x) = 1 for x > 1 and zero otherwise.
A two-step Hebbian learning procedure is
applied to the connections from VCs to APCs.
First, each time a VC is recruited, a new APC is
selected and set to maximal rate .
Connections from all active VCs’ j with 
activity to APC i are updated to a
value . Second, after initialization 
unsupervised Hebbian learning is applied to
the projection weights wij in order to allow the
integration of information from several local
views into a single APC. Specifically, a synapse
from a presynaptic VC j to a postsynaptic APC
i changes according to the following: 
(5)
Synapses with weight wij = 0 are considered
as nonexisting and are not updated. 
∆ = −w wij i j ijr rη
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Combining Allothetic and Idiothetic
Information
The two different representations of space
discussed above, driven by external and pro-
prioceptive inputs, are located in APC and PI
populations, respectively. These two popula-
tions project onto the hippocampal population,
in which the visual information and the pro-
prioceptive information are combined. 
During exploration, new PCs are recruited
and connected to simultaneously active APand
PI cells. The activity of a hippocampal cell 
is computed using Eq. 4, with presynaptic cells
in both APC and PI populations. Those con-
nections are modified by means of the Hebbian
learning rule (Eq. 5) in order to integrate both
idiothetic and allothetic information.
Action Selection in the Locale Strategy
PCs in our model of the hippocampus proj-
ect to a population of NAC = 36 Action cells
(ACs), with activity
(6)
where wij is the connection weight and is
the firing rate of the hippocampal cell j. We
think of each cell i as representing a direction
of movement ϕi = 2πi/NAC, and the population
activity of all 36 cells encodes the direction (ΦL)
the agent should take based on a pure locale
strategy. The learning mechanism (i.e., updat-
ing of weights wij) will be detailed later (the
subsection “Updating the Modules”). 
Taxon Navigation Strategy
Taxon strategies rely on associating a cue
to a specific response. As in the case of the
hippocampal model, actions are encoded in a
population of 36 ACs, driven in this case by a
population of sensory input (SI) cells. SI con-
sists of a horizontal one-dimensional grayscale
image (I). Each sensory cell i has a narrow recep-
tive field pointing in direction ϕi and its activ-
ity corresponds to the normalized grayscale
rj
PC
a w ri
j
ij j
L PC=∑
ri
PC
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value in that direction, . A visual cue
in direction ϕi is represented as a dark spot in
the image, that is, I(ϕi) = 1.
Actions based on the taxon strategy are then
computed in analogy with Eq. 6, 
(7)
Now we proceed to present the gating system
and the learning algorithm for both modules
in detail. 
Strategy Selection
The two modules described above imple-
ment locale (L) and taxon (T) strategies, respec-
tively. Here we describe the selection
mechanism that decides which strategy will be
taken by the agent and, according to that
a w ri i
T SI=∑
ϕ
ϕ ϕ
r Ii
SI = ( )ϕi decision, modulates the learning process in
these modules. The selection mechanism con-
sists of two experts, each expert corresponding
to one of the strategies, and a gating network
is used to select the most appropriate strategy
according to the external input and the inter-
nal state of the system. 
The selected action of the system is the result
of a competition among the experts. For an
expert (for locale and taxon strategies,
respectively), the probability of being selected
is a function of a gating value gk. Both the
experts and the gating network modify their
parameters by means of reinforcement learning. 
We think of one of the experts as being
located in the ventral and dorsomedial stria-
tum driven by the hippocampal activity. The
k ∈ ,{ }L T
Fig. 4.Architecture of the model of navigation. PC = Spatial information coming from place cells in the hip-
pocampus. SI = Sensory input (Iψ). AC = Action cells. AT = Action value (predicted future reward) of the move-
ment ΦT selected by the taxon strategy. AL = Action value of the direction of movement ΦL selected by the
locale strategy. gT,gL = Gating values for the taxon and locale strategy, respectively. Φ = Direction of move-
ment selected by the gating network.
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activity of the hippocampal PCs represents the
current state s, and the expert learns a mapping
between this hippocampal spatial representa-
tion (PC) and a set of actions, implementing a
place-based strategy (i.e., locale strategy). The
other expert receives external sensory signals
(SI) and encodes simple stimulus–response
behaviors (taxon strategy). The biological locus
for this expert may be the dorsolateral striatum.
As described in the subsection “Action
Selection in the Locale Strategy,” actions are
encoded in a population of ACs for each expert.
An AC i in population k represents a direction
of movement and its activity corresponds
to the action value or Q-value in the sense of
reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto,
1998). The action values for both PC-driven (aL)
as stimulus-driven (aT) strategies are computed
in the following way:
(8)
where corresponds to the firing rate of cells
coding for the external SI or the hippocampal
PCs for k being the taxon or the locale module,
respectively. Equation 8 repeats Eqs. 6 and 7,
with slightly different notation. 
For each expert k, the direction of the popu-
lation vector Φk represents the continuous
direction of movement, which predicts the
maximum reward. 
(9)
As the Q-value is only available for discrete
actions ak, the action value Ak for the continu-
ous direction of movement Φk is computed by
linear interpolation of the two nearest discrete
actions.
In order to select the direction Φof the move-
ment to be performed by the agent, we use a
gating scheme such that probabilities depend
not only on the Q-values of the actions (Ak) but
also on a gating value (gk): 
Φk
i
k
i
i
i
k
i
i
a
a
=
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
∑
∑arctan
sin( )
cos( )
ϕ
ϕ
rj
pre
a w ri
k
j
ij
k
j=∑ pre
ai
kϕi k
(10)
The gating system allows a module to be pre-
ferred even if it predicts a smaller future
reward. In the other sense, it allows taking
opportunistic choices such as selecting actions
with small gating value, but predicting high
rewards. Gating values gk depend on both the
hippocampal input PC and the sensory input
SI according to the following: 
(11)
where and are the weights of a connec-
tion from a presynaptic cell j to a gating unit k. 
The system described so far is able to select
among different strategies according to its
perceptual input. At each timestep, every
expert proposes an action on the basis of its
afferents and gating value. However, a strat-
egy should be applied during several
timesteps in order to exhibit a coherent behav-
ior and better assess its suitability for the cur-
rent task. To allow this, instead of imposing
a competition at every timestep, a chosen
strategy will continue till its accumulated pre-
diction error (since the moment it was cho-
sen) reaches some threshold. Then, a new
competition among the experts is performed
(allowing, but not forcing, the selection of a
different strategy). 
Updating the Modules
After an action has been selected (according
to Eq. 10) and performed, the weights for each
module (wij) as well as the gating network (zij)
are updated according to the reward predic-
tion error δk. In order to allow simultaneous
learning of both strategies, the two modules
are updated in a way that modules with high
probability of being selected have more sig-
nificant changes in their weights, as well as
those modules with small reward prediction
error. 
zkj
SIzkj
PC
g z r z rk
j
kj j
j
kj j= +
∈ ∈
∑ ∑
PC
PC PC
SI
SI SI( ) ( )
P
g A
g A g Ak
k k( )
( ) ( )
Φ Φ= =
+L L T T
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In standard reinforcement learning, weight
updates are proportional to the reward pre-
diction error δk. According to the above con-
siderations, the proportionality factor has to be
scaled by an extra factor hk. This factor depends
on the gating value gk and the prediction error
for the module k (Baldasarre, 2002): 
(12)
where (ρ > 0). Weights in each
module (wL and wT) in Eq. 8 are updated using
a variation of TD (λ) algorithm (Sutton and
Barto, 1998). 
(13)
with 
(14)
Here Rt is the reward received at time t, ηk is
the learning rate of expert k, δk is the reward
prediction error from Eq. 14, and is the
eligibility trace. This eligibility trace can be inter-
preted as a memory of temporal pre- and post-
synaptic coincidences. 
(15)
where 0 < λ < 1, is the trace-decay factor and
. 
The use of the scale factor hk in Eq. 13 assures
that the weight update is more significant for
those experts that have consistently small
reward prediction errors (ck ≈ 1) and have a
high probability of being selected (gk > gi).
Note that the experts modify their weights
such that, even if an expert is not selected,
it can improve its performance in the cur-
rent task. 
Updating the Gating Network
The weights in Eq. 11 are updated such
that . g hk k→
zkj
PC SI,
eij
k ( )0 0=
e t e t r aij ij j i
T T SI T( ) ( )+ = +1 γλ
e t e t r aij ij j i
L L PC L( ) ( )+ = +1 γλ
eij
k
δ γk t k kt R A t A t( ) ( ) ( )= − − +1
∆ =w h eijk k k k ijkη δ
ck k= −exp( )ρδ2
h
g c
g ck
k k
i i
i
= ∑( )
(16)
with a learning rate ξ. This will increase the
gating value of the module showing smaller
reward prediction error, and since 
(from Eq. 12), after learning the sum of gating
values will also tend to 1.
Results
We tested the model on a simulated Kephera
robot with a visual field of 270°. The robot has
a diameter of 5.2 cm, and at each timestep it
moves 6 cm in the direction Φ provided by the
action controller. Other parameters (e.g., col-
lision detectors) were set according to the spec-
ifications of the Kephera robot. The simulation
environment provides external SI (linear
vision and distances to the walls) and odom-
etry information from the agent. Before each
experiment all the weights are randomly ini-
tialized. Four sets of experiments were per-
formed in a square environment of 120 ×
120 cm. The target has a diameter of 12 cm.
We test the model capabilities to (i) solve a
task using a taxon strategy (i.e., the visible
water maze), (ii) solve a task requiring a locale
strategy (i.e., hidden water maze), and (iii,iv)
develop both strategies simultaneously (i.e.,
combined cue-place learning). These two last
tests follow experimental paradigms report-
edly applied to rats (Pearce et al., 1998; Devan
and White, 1999).
All the experiments consist of 10 to 11 blocks,
with four trials per block. In the combined cue-
place learning task, the 10th block corresponds
to the competition trials as described by Devan
and White (1999). Each trial starts with the
agent located at a random position at a mini-
mum distance of 70 cm from the center of the
goal (requiring the robot to make more than 10
steps to get at the goal location). A trial is fin-
ished when the agent reaches the target location;
at that moment a positive reward in given. If
the agent is not able to reach the goal within
100 timesteps, it is guided to the platform,
Σk kh = 1
∆ = −, ,z h g rkj k k jPC SI PC SI( )ξ
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analogous to the experimental procedure with
rats (Devan and White, 1999). 
The same set of parameters was used in all the
simulations. The learning rates for the locale and
taxon modules are set to ηL= ηT= 0.01. The param-
eters of the TD (λ) rule (Eqs. 13–15) are γ= 0.8 and
λ = 0.95. The learning rate for the gating network
is set to ξ = 0.3 (Eq. 16). A value of ρ = 1.0 was
used to compute the factor ck in Eq. 12. 
In the first set of experiments, the visible ver-
sion of the water maze is modeled by placing
the agent in an environment with white walls
and a dark, visible cue in the place where a
reward is provided. The location of the plat-
form is changed in every trial such that spatial
information cannot be used to solve the task.
The navigation maps for both the locale and
the taxon module after learning are presented
in Fig. 5. At each point the lines show the
selected direction Φk for that specific module,
the length of the line is proportional to the
action value Ak associated to a movement in
that direction. The lines show that the taxon
module is able to learn the association between
the SI and the appropriate action to solve the
task. As the spatial information is not useful to
reach the visible goal, the locale module is not
able to build a proper association between loca-
tion and action. 
The second set of experiments tests the abil-
ity of the system to develop locale strategies in
order to find a hidden goal. The goal is solely
defined by a fixed location of the reward. In
particular, there were no visual cues signaling
its position. The only visual cue is at a fixed
position outside the environment. Navigation
maps for both modules are presented in Fig. 6.
In contrast to the previous case, the locale mod-
ule is able to learn the correct action required
to take the agent toward the invisible goal. As
no cue is available at the location of the goal,
the taxon module cannot solve the task. 
Fig. 5. Navigation maps after 2 (top) or 10 (bottom) blocks of training in the visible version of the water maze.
Left: Taxon module. Right: Locale module.The filled circle marks the location of the goal.
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Finally, we apply the experimental paradigm
described in the section “Parallel Navigation
Systems” (Devan and White, 1999), to test the
simultaneous development of both locale and
taxon strategies. During training in an envi-
ronment with white walls, in blocks 1, 2, 4, 5, 7,
and 8, the goal location was signaled by a dark
visible cue, such that the task may be solved by
either a locale or a taxon strategy. On blocks 3,
6, and 9, no visible cue was available, requiring
the use of spatial information to solve the task. 
Figure 7 shows the navigation maps for both
the locale and the taxon modules. It can be seen
that, after training, both modules are able to
guide the agent toward the goal location (filled
circle). It should be noticed that both modules
have simultaneously learned to solve the task
by using a different type of information. This
becomes clear once the visible goal is moved
to another location (Fig. 7, bottom) and the
taxon strategy (cue response) guides the agent
to the new location, whereas the locale mod-
ule still points toward the location of the goal
in the training phase. 
The predicted reward (normalized to one)
for both modules at different stages of training
is shown in Fig. 8. It corresponds to the action
value Ak of the action selected at different points
in the environment (as shown in Fig. 7). At the
end of block 8 (the last block with the visible
platform), both modules successfully predict
the location where the reward is delivered. As
shown above, before the competition trial, spa-
tial information still leads the agent toward the
previous location of the platform. The taxon
module, in contrast, successfully points toward
the landmark (and goal) location. If training
continues in the competition situation, the
locale module will start learning the new loca-
tion of the goal.
The average escape latency (timesteps
required to reach the goal) over 10 simulations
Fig. 6. Navigation maps after 2 (top) or 10 (bottom) blocks of training in the hidden water maze. Left: Taxon
module. Right: Locale module.
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is showed in Fig. 9. The simultaneous devel-
opment of taxon and locale strategies can be
observed as the model improves its perform-
ance in both visible (blocks 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8)
and hidden (blocks 3, 6, and 9) trials. This result
qualitatively reproduces those reported by
Devan and White (1999). 
The competition trial in the Devan and White
experiment was designed to dissociate the
response to the different kinds of information
(i.e., the use of different navigational strate-
gies). Representative trajectories in the com-
petition trial for two runs of the simulation are
shown in Fig. 10. As observed in intact animals
(Fig. 1), in some cases the agent goes first to the
place where the platform was during the train-
ing (place response), and then switches to a
taxon strategy, whereas in other cases, the agent
adopts a taxon strategy from the beginning and
swims directly toward the visible goal. 
Figure 11 presents the probability after
training for every module to be selected in the
experiments shown above (average over 10
simulations). When the agent is solving the vis-
ible maze, the gating system is more likely to
select the taxon module than the locale mod-
ule, as opposed to the hidden maze condition
in which the locale strategy is preferred. In the
case of the combined cue-place task, after train-
ing (block 9) both strategies can solve the task.
Hence, at that point of training both modules
have almost equal probabilities of being
selected. Once the agent is exposed to the con-
flict condition (competition test), the place
response is no longer suitable to solve the task.
This causes a change of strategy in the middle
of the task in those cases in which a locale strat-
egy was chosen at the beginning of the trial
(Fig. 10). Finally, if the agent is exposed dur-
ing several trials (three extra training blocks in
this case) to the new condition, and the locale
strategy persistently fails in solving the task,
the probability of selecting the taxon module
will increase. 
Fig. 7. Navigation map at the end of the training phase. Top: The filled circle marks the location of the platform
in both the hidden and visible training trials. Bottom: Competition trial.The visible target has been moved to
a new location. Left: Taxon strategy. Right: Locale strategy.
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Fig. 8. Reward predicted by each module at different stages of training. From top to bottom: End of block 8,
last training block with the visible goal. Both modules predict the maximum reward at the location of the
goal. Before competition, the taxon module predicts the maximum reward at the new location of the land-
mark. The locale strategy still leads to the same location as before. After 1 and 3 competition trials, the
locale strategy starts to learn the new location but still predicts a high reward for the former location of
the platform.
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In another experiment, Pearce et al. (1998)
train rats to search for a platform located at a
fixed distance and direction from a single land-
mark. The training consists of 11 blocks of four
trials. At the beginning of each block both the
landmark and the platform were moved to a
different location, and remained in the same
place for the entire block session (Fig. 12A).
In this experiment the landmark gives correct,
although not precise information about the
location of the goal; whereas place informa-
tion will be disrupted every time a new block
starts. Consistent with this, animals with hip-
pocampal lesions perform better in the first
trial of each block than control animals, pre-
sumably guided by the landmark location. At
every new block, intact animals tend to explore
the region of the pool where the platform was
previously located before swimming to the
new location, indicating the use of spatial
information to solve the task (i.e., locale strat-
egy). Lesioned animals, in contrast, take a
more direct path to the platform (and land-
mark) location.
Fig. 9. Average escape latency in the combined cue-
place learning task (Devan and White, 1999). Starting
positions on every trial are selected such that it takes
the agent at least 10 steps to reach the target loca-
tion.Training blocks 3, 6, and 9 correspond to trials
using a hidden goal.The competition trail is presented
at block 10.
Fig. 10. Example of trajectories observed during the
competition test. (A) The agent chooses a taxon
strategy since the beginning of the trial (cue respon-
der). (B) The agent follows a locale strategy before
going toward the visible goal (place responder).
Fig.11.Probabilities for the different modules of being
selected.The taxon module has a higher probability
of being selected when the agent solves the visible
maze and, conversely, the locale module is preferred
in the case of the hidden maze. After nine blocks
of training in the combined cue-place task,both mod-
ules have rather equal probabilities of being selected,
as both strategies are able to solve the task.The last
two columns show the probability of selecting taxon
or locale strategy after three blocks of trials with the
competition setup; that is, the platform is visible but
at a location different from the one encountered dur-
ing the previous training phase. Since the learned
place response does not solve the task, the probabil-
ity of selecting the taxon strategy increases.
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Despite its poor performance in the first trial,
control animals significantly improve their per-
formance during each block of training whereas
rats with damage to the hippocampus do not.
This suggests that lesioned animals rely on the
less precise information from the landmark
location (a stimulus–response behavior)
whereas control rats also use spatial informa-
tion to solve the task. Every time a new block
starts, as spatial information is no longer suit-
able to reach the platform, the rat changes its
navigation strategy and uses the information
provided by the landmark location, similar to
the place responder behavior reported by
Devan and White (1999).
Figure 12B shows the results of our model
using this paradigm. We compare the per-
formance of the competition model (Control)
with the results of using a purely taxon strat-
egy (Taxon) as described in the subsection
“Taxon Navigation Strategy.” The figure shows
the average latency over ten simulations for
the first and last trial of each block. The per-
formance of the competition mechanism is
consistent with the results reported by Pearce
et al. (1998) for control animals; it yields longer
latencies for the first trial of each block but
latencies significantly decrease during the three
subsequent trials. The performance of a pure
taxon strategy is not negatively affected by the
start of a new trial, but it does not improve dur-
ing the training block.
Discussion
We propose a system-level model of navi-
gation able to reproduce the behavior of ani-
mals in conflict situations, using a model of
multiple experts with reinforcement learning.
It relies on the theory of parallel navigating sys-
tems competing for selection of the most appro-
priate action. Based on the results of
neurobehavioral experiments, we propose
those systems to involve the hippocampus and
the ventral striatum for locale strategies
(Morris, 1981; Redish, 1999), and the dorsolat-
eral striatum implementing taxon strategies
(Packard and Knowlton, 2002). The strategy
selection will depend on the characteristics of
Fig. 12. Experimental paradigm analogous to the one used by Pearce et al. (1998) (A) The experiment takes
place in a square arena (120 × 120 cm) with a single landmark.The landmark can be located in one out of four
possible positions (filled circles).The goal (open circles) is always located at a fixed distance and direction from
the landmark. (B) Mean latency in the first (Control-1 and Taxon-1) and fourth (Control-4 and Taxon-4) trials
of each training block. Control:Actions are selected by the competition of locale and taxon strategies.Taxon:
Actions are selected using a pure taxon strategy (as described in the subsection “Taxon Navigation Strategy”).
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the task to be solved and the training process
(White and McDonald, 2002).5 We attempt to
focus on the computation underlying the strat-
egy selection in navigational tasks. This selec-
tion is accomplished as a competition among
different modules, and each module imple-
ments a different strategy. The likelihood of a
module to be selected for action control
depends on the future reward it predicts and
the accuracy of this prediction.
One of the assumptions of the model is that
predicted reward (Ak in Eq. 10) influences the
decision-making process, such that actions pre-
dicting high future rewards can be selected,
even if they are less likely to be successful (small
gk). If this is the case, the starting position can
influence the strategy selection in the competi-
tion trial (i.e., at locations closer to the cued tar-
get the taxon module will predict higher reward
than the locale module, favoring the preference
for cue responses). In their experiment, Devan
and White (1999) chose starting locations equi-
distant to the new target location and its for-
mer position (the one used during training). A
similar experiment with systematic changes in
the starting location on competition trials can
give qualitative information about the relative
importance of the predicted reward (Ak) and
biasing mechanisms depending on the experi-
ence (gk) in the selection of navigation strate-
gies. According to our model, starting positions
close to the location of the platform during train-
ing will favor the selection of locale strategies.
Figure 13 shows the probability of selecting a
locale strategy after one competition trial. At
this stage, both strategies have almost the same
probability of being chosen (average gating
value gL = 0.45), but near to the former location
of the goal (x = 300, y = 800), the high reward
predicted by the locale module results in a high
probability [p(Φ = ΦL) > 0.80, around the goal
location] of selection for this strategy. 
The model implements this biasing mecha-
nism as a gating network. Gating values are
learnt such that modules showing small reward
prediction error will have more probability of
being selected for action control (Eqs. 12 and
16). Furthermore, the gating value also modu-
lates the learning rate of each module (Eq. 13),
such that a more significant update will be done
in modules with high gating values, and con-
sistently small prediction errors. 
Even though the biological mechanism for
the competition has yet to be clarified, recent
experiments suggest that cholinergic activity
might convey information alike to the gating
signals in our model. Several experiments pro-
vide evidence for the cholinergic role in mod-
ulating learning and memory (Ragozzino and
Gold, 1995; Ragozzino et al., 1998; Hasselmo,
1999; Chang and Gold, 2003), and it has been
5Endogenous factors such as stress (Kim and Baxter,
2001), hormonal status (Marriott and Korol, 2003),
or motivation (White and McDonald, 2002;
Mizumori et al., 2004) also affect the selection of
learning strategies.
Fig. 13. Probability of selecting a locale strategy after
one competition trial at different positions in the
arena.At this point, owing to the training procedure,
both strategies have approximately equal gating val-
ues and the strategy selection depends mainly on the
reward predicted by each module. Therefore, the
probability of selecting one strategy will be influenced
by the starting position (the closer it is from the
expected location of the goal,the greater the reward).
In this case, the probability of selecting the locale
strategy is maximal near the location of the goal dur-
ing training.
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proposed that the role of acetylcholine (ACh)
is to balance the contribution of different neu-
ral systems in learning a given task (Gold, 2003,
2004). Following this hypothesis, Chang and
Gold (2003) measured simultaneously ACh lev-
els in the hippocampus and the striatum of rats
solving a cross-maze task. When trained in this
task, animals gradually shift from locale strate-
gies in earlier trials to response strategies as
training continues (Packard and McGaugh,
1996). Consistently, at the onset of the training
procedure, ACh release in the hippocampus
rapidly increased to its asymptotic value, coin-
ciding to the use of locale strategies, and
remains at this level for subsequent trials. In
contrast, cholinergic release in the striatum
increased at a much slower rate, in a pattern
related to the gradual shift toward response
strategies.6 In another experiment using the
same task, McIntyre et al. (2003) report that the
relative levels of ACh in the hippocampus and
striatum prior training reliably predict how long
the locale strategy will be preferred. These
results give further support to the hypothetic
role of ACh as biasing the preference for a given
strategy, which may be related to the gating val-
ues gk in our model. Cholinergic levels have also
been proposed, in a statistical framework, to act
as a gate to learning in a specific neural system
by reflecting the uncertainty in its predictions
(Dayan et al., 2000; Yu and Dayan, 2002, 2003).
In addition, ACh has been proposed as reg-
ulating the speed of memory update (Hasselmo
and Bower, 1993; Hasselmo, 1999), which in
modeling terms may correspond to the learn-
ing rate (Doya, 2002). This dual role of ACh
biasing the strategy selection and modulating
the learning speed in the different systems
implementing each strategy is consistent with
the role the scale factor hk (Eq. 12) plays in the
learning rules for the gating system (Eq. 16
updates the gating network such that ),
and the separate navigation modules (Eq. 13). 
In the cross-maze experiment described by
Chang and Gold (2003), both locale and
response strategies lead the animal to the goal.
Similarly, ACh levels in both hippocampus and
striatum increased during training and
remained at high levels till the end of the exper-
iment. In contrast, the protocol by Devan and
White (1999) includes hidden trials, requiring
the use of hippocampal-dependent strategies,
at different points of the training phase. If the
release of ACh is assumed to be correlated to
preference for one strategy (and its engage-
ment in solving the task), we predict that stri-
atal cholinergic release will not increase during
those trials (blocks 3, 6, and 9). On the other
hand, during the competition trial, even if the
locale strategy leads to the wrong location, ACh
levels in the hippocampus will remain at high
values, as this structure keeps engaged in the
task learning the new location of the goal. 
The question of what mechanism regulates
the relative levels of ACh in the different struc-
tures involved in learning remains unsolved.
One possibility is that an input system (to be
identified) controls the ACh release in the fore-
brain. However, neuroanatomical differences of
the cholinergic system in the hippocampus and
striatum7 suggest that this regulation is more
likely owing to presynaptic mechanisms of
release within each neural structure (Gold, 2004). 
In our model, by having modules driven by
different input spaces (place and cue information)
g hk k→
6After extensive training, animals consistently fol-
low a stimulus–response strategy, despite high lev-
els of ACh in both the hippocampus and the
striatum. A systematic preference for the striatal
system seems to control the strategy selection when
both strategies are equally good to solve the task.
This constitutes and additional way of interaction
among systems involved in navigation, not included
in our model.
7ACh in the striatum is derived from intrinsic cholin-
ergic neurons, whereas hippocampal ACh is derived
from projecting neurons from the basal forebrain
cholinergic neurons.
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we are able to solve tasks requiring different
navigation strategies. Bioinspired robots can
use the same approach by maintaining differ-
ent mappings of the perception–action rela-
tions. Action control in autonomous robots can
be performed by choosing among reactive
behavior in egocentric coordinates (e.g.,
Braitenberg-like obstacle avoidance, approach-
ing a beacon) or trajectory planning in an allo-
centric frame of reference. The selection can be
based on a competition mechanism like the one
we proposed in this model, which takes into
account how well each representation has per-
formed in the past and the predicted outcome
of the proposed actions. Conversely, robots can
be used to test the validity of models of bioin-
spired navigation. The use of realistic sensory
signals with the inherent noise associated to
this input constitutes a powerful testbed for the
robustness of the model. Previously, the locale
navigation strategy has been already tested
using realistic two-dimensional visual input
and odometry information from a Kephera
robot (Arleo et al., 2004). Future plans for our
research include tests of the competition model
using a similar setup, and a more complete set
of behavioral paradigms and conflict situations
[e.g., the cross-maze task described by Packard
and McGaugh (1996)].
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